A description of the Ziegler spectrum is given for trivial extensions of tubular algebras and related self-injective algebras of tubular type.
In particular, the self-injective algebras of polynomial growth are well understood. Many of these algebras admit universal coverings by simplyconnected algebras; these coverings can be visualised as (topological) coverings of the corresponding quivers. The induced push-down functors, on finite-dimensional modules, have been used successfully in representation theory [4] [10] [7] . Here, we extend the use of these covering techniques to determine the Ziegler spectrum of a self-injective algebra of polynomial growth.
The Ziegler spectrum of a ring R is the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-injective R-modules, topologised as in [46] . For a finitedimensional algebra, this includes all indecomposable finite-dimensional modules and, whenever the algebra is representation-infinite, there are additional infinite-dimensional points. The finite-dimensional modules are partitioned into components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver, and it is often fruitful to consider the closure of these components in the Ziegler spectrum. This is done for stable tubes in [38] and for ray/coray tubes in [13] . Here we solve this problem for some non-stable tubes appearing in the AR quivers of certain self-injective algebras.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the background material used in this paper. We go into more depth on two constructions used heavily in subsequent parts: coverings and their push-down functors; and one-point extensions/coextensions. In Section 3 we define particular algebras containing instances of non-stable tubes and compute their Ziegler closure. In Section 4 we determine the Ziegler spectrum of a trivial extension of a canonical tubular algebra. In Section 5 we extend this result to determine the Ziegler spectrum of the trivial extension of any tubular algebra. Further, we relate these results to the Ziegler spectrum of an arbitrary self-injective algebra of polynomial-growth. The appendix of Section 6 contains a number of results appearing in the literature that may be less familiar than the background material of Section 2.
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Preliminaries
Throughout k will denote a fixed algebraically closed field. By algebra we mean an associative k-algebra, usually finite-dimensional, and assumed to be basic and connected. Given an algebra R, let Mod -R denote the category of all right (unital) R-modules, let mod -R be its full subcategory of finitelypresented modules. For any class C of modules in mod -R, let add(C) denote the closure of C under direct summands and finite direct sums, and let ind(C) denote a set of chosen representatives of each isomorphism class in C. In particular, define ind -R := ind(mod -R).
For a finite-dimensional algebra R, the k-space dual functor Hom k (−, k), induces a duality (−) : (mod -R) op → mod -R op between right and left finite-dimensional modules, called the standard duality.
We will use the language of quivers and relations of [39, §2] . Every finite-dimensional (basic and connected) algebra R has a presentation R kQ/I as a bound quiver algebra (i.e. the path algebra of a quiver Q modulo an ideal I generated by a set of admissible relations). There is an equivalence Mod -R Rep k (Q, I) between the categories of R-modules and representations of Q bound by I.
The fundamental group Π(Q, I) of a quiver Q with admissible ideal I may be defined [12] [28] . An algebra R is simply connected if it is triangular (i.e. its quiver Q R contains no oriented cycles) and for any presentation R kQ/I the fundamental group Π(Q, I) is trivial.
We will also use the following categorical language. If A is a small klinear category, let A-Mod := (A, Ab) denote the category of all additive functors from A to Ab (equivalent to the category of all k-linear functors from A to Mod -k), similarly let Mod -A := (A op , Ab). We sometimes treat a functor A → Ab using module notation as in [29, §3, p.17] .
If R is an algebra with enough local idempotents {e i } i∈I , define a corresponding category -also denoted R -with object set I and morphism spaces R(i, j) := e j Re i for each i, j ∈ I. Composition is given by multiplication in R, i.e. g • f := gf for f ∈ R(i, j) and g ∈ R(j, k). Then R is a klinear category (it is locally-bounded in the sense of [4, §2] ) and (R op , Ab) is equivalent to the category of right R-modules. Under this equivalence, the indecomposable projective module e i R corresponds to the representable functor R(−, i) for all i ∈ I. If R = kQ/I and {e i } i∈Q are the idempotents corresponding to the vertices of Q, then the category R op is the bound path category of Q modulo I. We will freely move between modules, functors, and quiver representations, whenever convenient.
If F : A → B is a k-linear functor between k-linear categories, then restriction along F is the functor res F : (B, Ab) → (A, Ab) defined by M → M • F . Similarly res F : (B op , Ab) → (A op , Ab) is defined (technically by restriction along F op but usually we forgo writing "op" here).
An A-B-bimodule is a module M that is a left A-module and right B-module, such that (am)b = a(mb) for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and m ∈ M . An additive functor M : A ⊗ k B op → Ab (or equivalently M : B op ⊗ k A → Ab) defines an A-B-bimodule for which k acts centrally.
For a locally-bounded algebra R, the category mod -R has AuslanderReiten (= almost-split) sequences and a corresponding translation quiver Γ R := Γ(mod -R). We denote by τ R (or just τ ) the AR translate of Γ R .
Each connected component Γ of Γ R defines a component C Γ := add(Γ ) of mod -R. If C is such a component, then C itself has almost-split sequences and Γ(C) = Γ .
A component C is called stable if the translate τ A is defined for every vertex of Γ(C). A component C is called standard if ind(C) (considered as a full subcategory of mod -R) is equivalent to the bound path category of Γ(C) modulo the "mesh relations" [36, §2.3] . If C 1 and C 2 are components, then C 1 ∨ C 2 denotes their additive closure add(C 1 ∪ C 2 ) in mod -R. Additionally, preprojective and preinjective components are defined in [36, 2.1] ; and separating components and tubular families are defined in [36, 3] . For the definition of a tube see [36, 3.1] or [6] . Roughly speaking, a tube is a component C such that Γ(C) contains a cyclic path and has as a geometric realisation the infinite cylinder S 1 × R + 0 . The mouth of a tube is then defined as the vertices corresponding to the subset S 1 × {0}.
For the definition of tame, wild, domestic, and polynomial growth, for finite-dimensional algebras see [5] and [41, XIX.3.6] and, for locallybounded categories, see [8] .
A Euclidean quiver is a quiver whose underlying graph is one of the extended Dynkin (= Euclidean) diagrams A n (for n ≥ 1), D n (for n ≥ 4), or E n (for n = 6, 7, 8) [39, VII.2] , and in the first case the quiver must not be an oriented cycle. The path algebras of Euclidean quivers are the domestic hereditary algebras [36, 3.6] . For such an algebra R we have mod -R = P ∨ T ∨ Q where P is a preprojective component, T = λ∈P 1 (k) T λ is a separating family of standard stable tubes called the regular components; and Q is a preinjective component.
A tilted algebra (of Euclidean type) is an algebra of the form End R (T ) where R is a domestic hereditary algebra and T is a tilting R-module (see [36, 4.1] for a definition of tilting module). Furthermore, if T is preprojective (or preinjective) as an R-module, then the tilted algebra End R (T ) is called a tame concealed algebra (of Euclidean type).
A tubular algebra is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra of extension type (2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3) , (2, 4, 4) , or (2, 3, 6) [36, §5] (see [36, 4.7] for the definition of a tubular extension). For such an algebra R we have mod -R = P ∨
where P is a preprojective component; for all q ∈ Q ∞ 0 = Q ∪ {0, ∞}, T q is a separating P 1 (k)-family of standard tubes (consisting of stable tubes when q = 0, ∞); and Q is a preinjective component [36, 5.2] .
A exact sequence in Mod -R is pure-exact if it remains exact after tensoring with any (finitely-presented) left R-module. For many equivalent definitions see [34, 5.2] . A module M ∈ Mod -R is pure-injective if any pure-exact sequence beginning at M is split exact (i.e. M is injective over pure embeddings).
The isomorphism classes of indecomposable pure-injective R-modules form a set, denoted Zg R , called the (right) Ziegler spectrum of R. This set was first topologised in model theoretic terms [46, 4.9] but we use the following equivalent description. A full subcategory of D ⊆ Mod -R is definable if closed under products, direct limits, and pure submodules (i.e. images of pure embeddings). If D is a definable subcategory of Mod -R, then Zg(D) := D ∩ Zg R is a typical closed subset of Zg R .
A functor is an interpretation functor if it commutes with products and direct limits. An interpretation functor F : Mod -R → Mod -S induces a morphism from the lattice of closed sets of Zg R to the lattice of closed sets of Zg S [34, 15.2] .
Definable subcategories can be defined in terms of kernels of interpretation functors [33, 10.2.43] . Examples include the "hom-orthogonal" classes of finitely-presented modules, i.e. given M ∈ mod -R, then {X | (M, X) = 0} and, if R is an (artin) algebra, Proof. For (i), if M is a finite-dimensional R-module, then M has finite endo-length and is therefore pure-injective by [33, 4.4.24] . If M is also indecomposable, then {M } is a closed subset of Zg R by [33, 4.4.30] and an open subset by [33, 5.3.33] . Now (ii) is immediate from (i). For (iii), Zg R is compact by [33, 5.1.23] , so if X ⊆ Zg R is an infinite subset, its closure cl(X) contains a limit point. It follows from (ii) that, if X consists of finite-dimensional points, then any limit point must be infinite-dimensional. Finally (iv) is [33, 5.3.36] .
Therefore, to determine the Ziegler spectrum of a finite-dimensional algebra, it is effectively enough to provide a cover of finitely many closed subsets (whose relative topology is understood) containing almost all finitedimensional points.
The Ziegler spectrum of a tame hereditary algebra is given in [32] and [37] . Every infinite-dimensional point of Zg R , for R tame hereditary and connected, lies in the closure of a tube. Zg R contains a unique generic module (i.e. an indecomposable module of infinite dimension but having finite length over its endomorphism ring [5] ).
For information on the Ziegler spectrum of a tubular algebra see [18] , [35] , and [17] . Every (non-preprojective, non-preinjective) point of Zg R , for R a tubular algebra, has a slope r ∈ R ∞ 0 , and for a finite-dimensional point this slope is equal to the index of the tubular family in which it lies. The points of slope r generate a definable subcategory of Mod -R and form a closed subset of Zg R . For rational r ∈ Q ∞ 0 this closed subset corresponds to the closure of the tubes of index r [38, 3] .
Let Z be a topological space, denote by Z ⊆ Z the closed subset of non-isolated points, this set is the CB (Cantor-Bendixson) derivative of Z. Set Z (0) := Z and Z (n) := (Z (n−1) ) for all n ≥ 1. These derivatives can be continued transfinitely [33, §5.3.6] and must eventually stabilize, so there exists an ordinal α such that
For the definition of the isolation condition on a closed subset of the Ziegler spectrum, and for what it means to be isolated by an M -minimal pp-pair, we refer to [33 Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra and M a finite-dimensional R-Rbimodule. The trivial extension R M of R by M is the k-vector space R ⊕ M with pointwise addition and multiplication defined by (r, x)(s, y) = (rs, xs + ry) for all r, s ∈ R and x, y ∈ M . We may identify M with the ideal 0 ⊕ M of R M , then M 2 = 0 and the canonical projection R M → R has kernel M . Using M = R we call R R simply the trivial extension of R (here R , the k-dual space, has the R-R-bimodule structure inherited from R).
Consider R as a category with object set I corresponding to idempotents {e i } i∈I of R. Define the repetitive category R of R with object set I × Z and morphism spaces
Composition in R is induced by multiplication in R and the R-R-bimodule structure of R -note that (e i Re j ) e j R e i . The category R is defined up to isomorphism [30, 1.1] . There exists an evident automorphism ν : R → R, called the Nakayama automorphism, defined on objects by (i, m) → (i, m + 1).
Both R and R R are self-injective [20] .
Covering and push-down functors
Let A and B be small k-linear categories. Given a functor F : A → B and an object b ∈ B, introduce the notation a/b as shorthand for
the following two conditions are satisfied:
components of a bijection
For a covering functor F : A → B it has become usual to call restriction along F (i.e. the functor res F : B-Mod → A-Mod) the pull-up functor and its left adjoint -denoted F λ : A-Mod → B-Mod -the push-down functor. The push-down functor F λ is defined explictly in [4, 3.2] and we derive this definition below.
By Proposition 6.1, F λ is defined for left (resp. right) A-modules by the B-A-bimodule B(F −, −) (resp. the A-B-bimodule B(−, F −)). The bijection (1) above is easily seen to be natural in a 1 and gives, for each
Note the right-hand side is just res F B(−, b 2 ). In this way, each representable (right) B-module "lifts" (or "pulls-up") to the coproduct of all representable A-modules "lying above", in the sense that
for all a 2 /b 2 . The bijection (2) gives the analogous result for left modules. Now the right-hand side of (3) is functorial in b 2 , so there is a unique way to make the left-hand side functorial in b 2 such that (3) becomes a B-Abimodule isomorphism (see Lemma 2.6 below).
Henceforth, fix a covering functor
is to suggest the domain a 1 is fixed and the codomain a 2 varies as we "lift" β to A via F . Similarly, for each a 2 /b 2 , property (b) gives a unique set {β
for all a 1 /b 1 and a 3 /b 3 in A.
Proof. We have
and equality follows by the unique lifting property.
For a ∈ A and b ∈ B define Θ(a, b) := x/b A(a, x). We make Θ a B-A-bimodule as follows. Note Θ(a, b) is already functorial in a, being a coproduct of representable functors.
For β : Proof. For b ∈ B and α :
is B-linear and that each Θ(a, β) is A-linear. For a ∈ A and b ∈ B the bijection φ(a, b) :
given in (1) is defined by
Proposition 2.7. Let F : A → B be a covering functor and
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 6.1, we can define F λ using the bimodule Θ(?, −) = a/(−) A(?, a). Then, pointwise, for b ∈ B we have isomorphisms
Hence, for β : b 1 → b 1 , we find (4) by chasing around the following diagram
Thus the definition of F λ may be taken as claimed. Proof. By Proposition 6.1 the push-down functor F λ is an interpretation functor if and only
Galois coverings
Let A be a locally bounded category, say a group G of k-linear automorphisms of A is admissible provided G acts freely on A (i.e. given g ∈ G, if g = 1, then g · a = a for all a ∈ A) and has finitely many orbits.
Given A and such an admissible group G, the orbit category A/G is defined with objects being the G-orbits of objects of A. A map f :
See [10, §3] for further details. There is a projection functor Covering functors of this form are called Galois coverings.
Example 2.10. For a finite-dimensional algebra R, the canonical projection R → R R is a Galois covering functor, for there exists an isomorphism R R R/ ν , where ν is the Nakayama automorphism of R and ν is the infinite cyclic group generated by ν [20, 2.2] . For M ∈ A-Mod and a ∈ A observe that
For X ∈ B-Mod and b ∈ B observe that
this is a direct sum of
(a 2 ) = α, by the unique lifting property. This proves µ M is well-defined.
To show X : (XF ) λ → X is well-defined, let β : b 1 → b 2 be given and
as required.
It is easily verified that µ M is natural in M and X is natural in X. By [27, IV.1.Th. 2] the proof is complete if we establish the following "triangle" identities:
These are easily verified, for each instance of (a) or (b) amounts to an inclusion followed by a summation, which, by definition, is the necessarily identity morphism.
. Under this isomorphism, the unit µ M can be expressed as the canonical inclusion map
Proof. We have an injection t :
then t is a bijection; this certainly holds by our assumption. Note also that
Proof. Let β : b 1 → b 2 in B and g ∈ G be given and fix a 1 /b 1 , then
from which it follows that β
for b ∈ B, and for β :
Proof. The canonical monomorphism
is natural in b ∈ B by Lemma 2.13 (since then (4) and (5) coincide).
Given a collection of A-modules
and say M is finitely-supported if Supp A (M) is finite.
Proof. This is immediate from (the proof of) Corollary 2.14, for (6) is always an isomorphism (by assumption, the product is finite and coincides with the direct sum).
Corollary 2.16. Let F be a Galois covering and
Proof. The set {M i } i∈I being finitely-supported implies lim ← −i∈I M i is finitelysupported and each M i is finitely-supported, hence
by Lemma 2.15 and the fact that F ρ (being a right adjoint) commutes with limits.
Corollary 2.17. Let F : A → B be a Galois covering. If D a definable subcategory of A-Mod whose class of modules is finitely-supported, then the restriction
Proof. As a left-adjoint, the push-down functor preserves direct limits. By Corollary 2.16, the restriction to D then also commutes with products, and is therefore an interpretation functor.
A subcategory A ⊆ A is convex if A is closed under factorisation of morphisms, i.e. for any morphism α : x → z in A , if α = α 2 α 1 for some α 1 : x → y and α 2 : y → z in A, then y, α 1 , and α 2 are in A . If A ⊆ A is a full convex subcategory, define
Then I is an ideal of A (it is the ideal generated by the set of objects A\A ) and the quotient category A/I is defined with the same objects as A and with hom-spaces (A/I)(x, y) := A(x, y)/I(x, y) for all x, y ∈ A. Let A 0 be the category obtained from A by adding a null object 0 (i.e. 0 is both initial and terminal in A 0 , thus all hom-spaces to and from 0 are zero). Now the function 
One-point extensions and coextensions
Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra and X ∈ mod -R a finite-dimensional right R-module. The one-point extension of R by X [36, 2.2.5] is the following algebra of matrices:
The one-point coextension of R by X is [X]R := (R op [X ]) op and is isomorphic to the following algebra of matrices:
In these definitions, we are using the k-R-bimodule (resp. R-k-bimodule) structure of X (resp. X ) induced by the commutativity of k. Note, we have the standard duality
and results concerning finite-dimensional modules over one-point extensions dualise to one-point coextensions. For more on one-point extensions of bound quiver algebras in particular see [41, XV.1].
Example 2.19. Let A be the path algebra of the following quiver (below left) and X the module (below middle).
•
The one-point extension A[X] is the canonical algebra of type (3, 3, 3) defined in [36, 3.3.7] . It is given by the quiver (above right) with the relation
If R has a complete set of local idempotents {e 1 , . . . , e n }, then R[X] has a complete set of local idempotents which we call the zero embedding, since it is given by "extending by 0". Consider R (resp. R[X]) as categories with objects {1, . . . , n} (resp. {1, . . . , n, ω}). We regard R as a full subcategory of R[X] by identifying the hom-spaces
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. 
as R-modules.
Proof. Pointwise, this is clear from equation (7) and the identities:
To prove naturality, given α : j → k, it is clear the following diagram commutes.
Checking the remaining bijections are natural is straightforward.
The left adjoint F L to res F exists and is defined pointwise by
and coincides with the zero embedding res π . The right adjoint F R to res F also exists and is defined pointwise by
Both adjoints are full and faithful interpretation functors. They coincide on modules M ∈ Mod -R satisfying Hom R (X, M ) = 0 and preserve any Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod -R that begins on such a module.
Proof. The adjoints are constructed by Proposition 6.1 (i) (ii) and simplified using Lemma 2.20 and the (co-)Yoneda isomorphisms. Moreover, by Lemma 2.20, the restriction of all representable functors are finitelypresented (note this requires that X = res F R[X](−, ω) be finitely-presented) and so, by Proposition 6.1 (vi) (vii), F L commutes with products, F R commutes with direct limits, and both are interpretation functors. Further still, since F is an inclusion, F L and F R are full and faithful by Proposition 6.1 (v).
Note π is left adjoint to F , indeed, we have already established the bijections 
The right adjoint G R to res G exists and is defined by 
as X is finitely-presented, so We later make use of the fact that F R : Mod -R → Mod -R[X] commutes with direct limits. The functor G L : Mod -R → Mod -[X]R doesn't commute with all inverse limits, but we only need the following partial result.
Proof. In the notation of Proposition 6.1, the left adjoint G L commutes with the inverse limit if and only if for all v ∈ [X]R the canonical map
and, under the co-Yoneda isomorphisms, the above map becomes the obvious identity lim
whereas, for v = ω, we have [X]R(ω, G−) = X and the above map becomes the canonical map
which is an isomorphism by Proposition 6.6.
Closure of Some Non-stable Tubes
In this section we will construct a class of algebras containing a separating tubular family with a single non-stable tube. We will compute the Ziegler closure of this tube, describing the infinite-dimensional points therein in terms of rays and corays. For the precise definition of a tube we refer to [6, §1] . Every arrow in a tube either "points to infinity" or "points to the mouth". A ray is an infinite path 
and containing every sectional path starting at X (such an infinite path [36, 4.6.3] ). In this terminology, not all rays need start on a ray vertex (e.g. in Example 3.1 below,
is not a ray vertex). A coray and coray vertex are defined dually.
By a ray insertion at a ray vertex X, we mean a 1-fold ray insertion at X -the definition of a general n-fold ray insertion is 
Let us first define the translation quivers for the type of tube we will deal with. For integers p ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ m ≤ n define Γ(p, n, m) to be the translation quiver with the following vertices for all j ∈ N (interpret an empty interval as having no vertices of that kind).
The arrows of Γ(p, n, m) are as follows, for all j ∈ N.
The translation of Γ(p, n, m) is as follows, for all j ∈ N. 
Further examples are at the end of this section. (
Proof. We only note that the n consecutive 1-fold ray insertions, used to obtained Γ(p, n, 0) from Γ(p, 0, 0), do not equate to a single n-fold ray insertion (as defined in [6, 2.1]). Proof. This is contained in the proof of [36, 4.5.1]. There, it is shown that any non-sectional path beginning at M is equal to zero (modulo the mesh relations).
Remarks
Let R be an algebra and T a tube of mod -R. Given a chain of irreducible
is called the Uadic module. Using the standard duality (−) : (mod -A) op → mod -A op , a ray (resp. coray) of A-modules is sent to a coray (resp. ray) of A op -modules. Furthermore
so the k-dual of a prüfer module is an adic module, and every adic module is of this form.
For instance, if R = A[S, n, m] and T is the tube containing S as in the preceding proposition, then by the remarks following Lemma 3.2, to
T we can associate t + n prüfer modules and t + m adic modules (to do so unambiguously requires showing these modules are independent of the choice of irreducible maps; this is a consequence of the following theorem). Proposition 3.3 describes the tube T and we now describe the closure cl(T) of T in the Ziegler spectrum Zg R .
Lemma 3.5. Let A be a tame hereditary algebra, with T a tube in mod -A and M ∈ cl(T) in the Ziegler closure of T. (i) If X ∈ T is a ray module, then
Proof. For M finite-dimensional the result follows from Lemma 3.4 (and its dual), so suppose M is infinite-dimensional. Then, by [37] , M is one of the prüfer or adic modules of T or the generic module.
Suppose X is a ray module. By [40, X.
2.8] a non-zero map X → Y , with Y ∈ ind -T but Y not in T, factors through the composition of morphisms
, from the ray beginning at X, for arbitrarily large n ≥ 1. By [33, 5. 
this completes the proof of (i). Suppose X is a coray module, then (M, X) = 0 for any prüfer or generic module M by [35] again. So suppose M = [∞]V is an adic module with V = X. We have (M, X) (M ⊗ R X ) as X is finite-dimensional, and by Proposition 6.6 we know Proof. The proof proceeds inductively as in Proposition 3.3.
If n = m = 0, then A[S, 0, 0] = A is a tame hereditary algebra. Identify Γ(T) = Γ(t − 1, 0, 0) such that S represents X 0 [1] . The X 0 -prüfer and X 0 -adic are just the S-prüfer and S-adic of [37] (cf. [32] ). Similarly, the Z i -prüfer and Z i -adic are the τ t−i S-prüfer and τ t−i S-adic respectively, for i = 1, . . . , t − 1. The remaining claims follow from [37] .
For m = 0 we proceed inductively on n ≥ 1. As defined in Proposition 2. 
and similarly for C 2 . Therefore cl(T) = C 1 ∪ C 2 . Now choose irreducible morphisms in S satisfying the mesh relations of Γ(S) (recall S is standard). These morphisms remain irreducible in T except for those of the form
. These maps, together with the maps [1] (the inclusion of P n−1 = rad(P n ) into P n ), form a system of irreducible morphisms satisfying the mesh relations of Γ(T) (again, consult the proof [36, 4.5.1, p.219]). If t = 1, then read "Z i " as "X 0 " in this and the following paragraphs.
The t + n maximal rays in T, except the ray beginning at X n [1] , are also rays in S. Thus, the X i -prüfers (for i = 0, . . . , n − 1) and Z i -prüfers (for i = 1, . . . , t − 1) are indecomposable and pure-injective by assumption. For the remaining ray
since F R commutes with direct limits. Therefore the X n -prüfer is also indecomposable and pure-injective, since F R is a full and faithful interpretation functor.
V is one of the t maximal corays of T, there will be some k ≥ 1 and j ≥ 2 such that we get the configuration
In fact, this will happen infinitely often and periodically (also if
. But as noted above, the composition
is an irreducible morphism in S. The inverse limit along the coray is not changed if we remove all points of the form X n [j] for j ≥ 1. This results in a coray of S and so, since F R preserves indecomposable pureinjectives, the
V is again indecomposable and pureinjective.
Together with the generic module (which remains generic over A[S, n, m]), we have described all infinite-dimensional points in C 1 . The X n -prüfer lies in C 2 and we claim C 2 contains no points we haven't already considered. If we add to our induction hypothesis the following property (which holds for n = 1 by Lemma 3.5)
then our claim follows immediately, for then F L and F R coincide on all infinite-dimensional points in cl(S) except the X n−1 -prüfer module. To complete the induction we must now show the following.
The only other option is M = X n−1 [j] for some j ∈ N ∪ {∞}, but we know (X n [1] , X n−1 [j]) = 0 for all j ∈ N by Lemma 3.4, hence (X n [1] , X n−1 [∞]) = 0, completing the proof of (9) .
For n ≥ 1 we proceed inductively on 1 ≤ m ≤ n. The proof is essentially dual to the case above. We again have two embeddings We extract the following result implicit in the proof of the above theorem. Proof. The statements (i)-(iii) follow by the induction of Theorem 3.6: at each step the tube is covered by two tubes whose closure has the stated topology (or more accurately, by the same tube in two different ways). The base case at n = m = 0 is given by the main theorem of [37] . Now let C = cl(T). We show each point M ∈ C is isolated in its own closure by an M -minimal pp-pair, then the isolation condition holds for C by [33, 5.3.16] .
If M ∈ cl(T) is finite-dimensional, then {M } is both open and closed in C by Proposition 2.2, so M has CB rank 0. Furthermore, {M } is given by a minimal pp-pair by [33, 5.3.31] .
If M = U [∞] is a prüfer module, {M } cannot be open in C (for else C\{M } is a closed set containing all points U [j] for j ≥ 1 but not U [∞], contradicting (i)), so M has CB rank > 0. Similarly, the adic and generic modules cannot be isolated in C, thus C (1) = C\T is the set of infinitedimensional points in C. Now {M } is open in C (1) and so M has CB rank 1. Similar reasoning tells us each adic module has CB rank 1 and C (2) = {G}, giving the generic module CB rank 2.
At some stage of the induction of Theorem 3.6, when the prüfer module M = U [∞] first appears, the equation (9) tells us (U [1] , −) isolates M amongst the infinite-dimensional points (at that stage). Although (U [1] , −) may not isolate M in C (1) (for U [1] embeds into any prüfer module appearing at a later stage), it does isolate M in its closure {M, G}. Since dim k (U [1] , M ) = 1, we know (U [1] , −) is given by an M -minimal pp-pair by [33, 5.3.10] .
Dually, each adic is isolated in its closure by a minimal pp-pair. Finally, as the generic module G has finite endo-length, there is a Gminimal pp-pair which, trivially, isolates G in its closure {G} (specifically, choose pp formula φ such that the length of φ(G) (as an End R (G)-module) is minimal but non-zero, then φ/(x = 0) is G-minimal).
Corollary 3.8. Let A be a tame hereditary algebra with S a simple regular A-module. Given integers 0 ≤ m ≤ n, let T be the tube of mod -A[S, n, m] containing S, with C = cl(T) its Ziegler closure, then (i) The generic module in C is an A-module.

(ii) Every prüfer module in C is an A[S, n]-module.
(iii) Every adic module in C is an A[S, n, m]/I-module, where I is the ideal
generated by the extension vertices ω 1 , . . . , ω n .
In particular, if m ≥ 1, then there is no infinite-dimensional module in cl(T) with full support on the quiver of A[S, n, m].
Proof. This follows from the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.6. Each prüfer module in C is either an A-module or is the image of an A-module after a sequence of one-point extensions. Similarly, each adic module in C is either an A-module or the image of an A-module after a sequence of one-point coextensions.
Example 3.9. Let C be the tame Kronecker algebra and S the simple regular module k k
with λ ∈ k. We know S lies in a homogenous (rank t = 1) tube of mod -C. One can calculate that C[S, 2, 2] is given by the following quiver with the relations α 2 β 1 = λα 2 β 2 , β 1 γ 1 = λβ 2 γ 1 , and
The module S lies in a tube of the form Γ(0, 2, 2) in mod - The module S has dimension vector 001100. The modules with dimension vectors 011111 and 111110 are the projective-injective modules corresponding to vertices a and b. The closure of this tube in Zg C[S, 2, 2] contains the 3 prüfer modules given by direct limits along the rays beginning at 111100, 111110, and 011111. By the placement of S = 001100, the 111100-prüfer is the S-prüfer of Zg C . The closure contains the 3 adic modules given by inverse limits along the corays ending at 001111, 111110, and 011111. The 001111-adic is the S-adic of Zg C .
Example 3.10. Continuing Example 2.19, the quiver of A is a Euclidean quiver of type E 6 and A is a tame hereditary algebra containing a tubular family of type (2, 3, 3) . The module X is simple regular and lies in the unique tube of rank 2. The one-point extension A[X] is the canonical tubular algebra of tubular type (3, 3, 3) .
In 
The module X lies in a tube of mod -A[X, 1, 1] having the form Γ(2, 1, 1) drawn below (beware, as coray insertion doesn't leave rays intact -in that additional modules will be inserted into rays -the modules from the previous diagram are renamed -X now corresponds to X 0 [2] ).
The closure of this tube in Zg A[X, 1, 1] [1] are the τ X-prüfer and τ X-adic respectively, and the prüfer at X 0 [1] and the adic at Y 1 [2] are respectively the X-prüfer and X-adic).
Trivial Extensions of Canonical Tubular Algebras
The canonical algebras introducted by Ringel [36, 3.7] are particular onepoint extensions of hereditary algebras. The canonical algebras of "tubular type" [36, 5] , or canonical tubular algebras, form a class of simply connected algebras whose trivial extensions are non-domestic but of polynomial growth [21] . Let R be a canonical algebra of tubular typen = (n 1 , . . . , n r ) (i.e. one of (2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3) , (2, 4, 4) , or (2, 3, 6) ) and let T = R R be its trivial extension. Forn = (3, 3, 3) see Examples 2.19 and 4.1, which we'll use as a running example throughout. The finite-dimensional representation theory of T is obtained from that of R in the following way. 
Let ν : R → R be the Nakayama automorphism of R and F : R → T the Galois covering of Example 2.10. The induced (restricted) pushdown functor F λ : mod -R → mod -T preserves indecomposable modules and almost-split sequences [10, 3.5, 3.6(a)]. Furthermore, since R is "locally support finite", the restricted push-down functor is essentially surjective [7] [16] [21] , and induces a Galois covering ind -R → ind -T [10, 3.6(c)]. Thus
where ν acts on ind -R by translation M → ν M (i.e. restriction along ν −1 ). Also Γ T Γ R / ν for the induced morphism ν : Γ R → Γ R . In this way, from the structure of mod -R, we obtain the structure of mod -T . This is done in [16] and, for R a general tubular algebra, in [21] . Further details are contained throughout this section.
The quiver Q R of R is obtained from i∈Z Q R [i] -a disjoint union of copies of Q R -by adding two parallel arrows from the unique sink
Example 4.2. The quiver Q R of R forn = (3, 3, 3 ).
Define the following subquivers of Q R . If just a set of vertices is given, then we mean the full subquiver determined by those vertices.
Each of the above quivers Q A (with the induced relations) determines a corresponding finite-dimensional algebra A. Moreover, Q A is path-complete as a subquiver of Q R , so the category of A can be identified with the full convex subcategory of R determined by the vertices of Q A . The push-down functor F λ : Mod -R → Mod -T then restricts to an interpretation functor 
Proof. See [16] and [21] (also [42, 3.1] ). We point out a few details. D 0 = R is the canonical tubular algebra: a one-point extension of C 0 (a tame hereditary of type D n or E n in "subspace" orientation) and a one-point coextension of C 1 (a tame hereditary of type D n or E n in "factorspace" orientation). C 2 is the tame Kronecker algebra. D 1 and D 2 are the socalled "squid algebras" appearing in [35, 2] .
where P i is the preprojective component, Q i the preinjective component, and R i the regular component. Similarly, for i ∈ Z write mod -
where T 0 i is the tubular family of slope 0 (it is obtained from R i by ray insertion); T ∞ i+1 is the tubular family of slope ∞ (it is obtained from R i+1 by coray insertion); and M i,i+1 = q∈Q + T q i are the stable tubular families of positive rational slope.
Lemma 4.4. For i ∈ Z we have
where T i is a standard non-stable separating tubular
Proof. See [21, §3] . The structure of the tubular family T i is described further in Propositions 4.6-4.8 below. The remaining components are those of mod -D i−1 and mod -D i from (12).
Lemma 4.5. We have
Proof. See [16] and [21] .
For i ∈ Z we will describe the Ziegler spectrum Zg E i in so far as providing a finite cover of closed sets whose relative (subspace) topologies are known. Specifically, we give a family of closed subsets C 1 , . . . , C m ⊆ Zg E i and write
to mean an equality (of sets) such that a subset C ⊆ Zg E i is closed if and only if C ∩ C j is closed in C j , for each j = 1, . . . , m.
We have canonical projections
) then consists precisely of the points corresponding to E i -modules supported over the full quiver Q E i . The intersection Zg D i−1 ∩ Zg D i may be identified with Zg C i . In the following results, we extend {C 1 = Zg D i−1 , C 2 = Zg D i } to the desired cover of Zg E i by adding the closure of finitely many tubes. Each such tube will be one of the non-stable tubes introduced in Section 3 and whose closure is described in Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.7. mod -E 1 , such that E 1 = C 1 [S, 1, 1] and Zg E 1 is either a D 0 -or a D 1 -module. 
Every infinite-dimensional point in
Proof. The module S is such that
. By Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 3.3, the tube T -containing S -lies in the tubular family T i of mod -E i , since this is the tubular family containing all regular C 1 -modules. If ω (resp. σ) denotes the extension (resp. coextension) vertex of
We have equality by the density of these points, by Proposition 2.2. The final claim follows from Corollary 3.8, since any indecomposable module not supported entirely on Q E 1 has support contained within one of the subquivers
Proposition 4.7. There exists a simple regular C 0 -module S lying in a tube
and
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 4.6. In fact E 0 (E 1 ) op and the argument is essentially dual. Ifn = (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n r ), then there exist simple regular modules S 1 , . . . , S r ∈ mod -C 1 and tubes T i ∈ T 2 of mod -E 2 containing S i , for i = 1, . . . , r respectively, such that In the above construction, we have built each of the tubes S 1 , . . . , S r before constructing any of the tubes T 1 , . . . , T r . We can go about things differently and construct T 1 say, from S 1 , before constructing S 2 , . . . , S r as follows.
Proposition 4.8.
Let 
with equality following from Proposition 2.2. Proof. For each T of mod -T there is a tube S of mod -R such that T = F λ S. Furthermore, F λ induces a homeomorphism cl(S) cl(T) which preserves prüfer and adic modules in the following sense.
is the F λ U -prüfer of T.
(
V is a maximal coray of S, then
is the F λ V -adic of T (we know F λ preserves the inverse limit by Corollary 2.16).
Note every prüfer and adic module of cl(T) is of this form. The stated CB ranks follow from Proposition 3.7 for non-stable tubes and from [17, Lemma 51] for stable tubes. We prove the isolation condition holds for cl(T) in Zg T . Just as in cl(S), the finite-dimensional points in cl(T) are isolated by minimal pp-pairs. Let i ∈ Z be such that T consists of E i -modules (such i exists by .
If G ∈ cl(S) is the generic module, then F λ G is the generic module of cl(T). As G is a C i -module, for M ∈ cl(S)\{G} we have (M, ν n G) = 0 for all n = 0 (for M is an E i -module and The remaining infinite-dimensional points of Zg T , not described in the preceding result, are the D i -modules of irrational slope.
Self-Injective Algebras of Tubular Type
The results of the previous sections, and the knowledge of what forms a self-injective algebra can take (outlined in [43] ), are applied in this section to deduce the Ziegler spectrum for a large class of self-injective algebras of polynomial growth.
If R is a self-injective algebra, let O ⊆ Zg R be the subset corresponding to the projective R-modules. Let Zg s R := Zg R \O, then Zg R = O Zg s R as a disjoint union. Let mod-R (resp. Mod-R) denote the category obtained as the quotient of mod -R (resp. Mod -R) by the ideal generated by all morphisms that factor through a projective module. We now relate Zg s R to these stable module categories.
We briefly introduce certain triangulated categories (see for instance [15, §1] for a definition of triangulated category). A notion of purity for "compactly generated" triangulated categories is defined algebraically in [3] and [26] , and in model theoretic terms in [11] . If A is such a category, then its Ziegler spectrum Zg(A) is defined as the set of (isomorphism classes of) indecomposable pure-injective objects. Let C ⊆ A be the full subcategory of compact objects, then Mod -C := (C op , Ab) is a locally coherent category. The functor A → Mod -C -defined by X → (−, X)| C for X ∈ A -then induces a bijection Zg(A) Sp(Mod -C) [26, 1.9] . Here Sp(−) denotes the injective spectrum, which is defined (with Ziegler topology) for locally coherent categories in [24] and [19] . In particular, for a self-injective algebra R, the stable module categories mod-R and Mod-R are triangulated [15, §I.3] . As such, Mod-R is compactly generated and its subcategory of compact objects may be identified with mod-R [26 
Zg(Mod-R).
Proof. This is a special case of [11, 6.1] . Note, by [26, 1.16 ], an (indecomposable) R-module is pure-injective in Mod -R if and only if it is pure-injective as an object of Mod-R. The stated homeomorphism is given by this identification of points.
We say two algebras A and B are stably equivalent if there exists an equivalence mod-A mod-B. 
Indeed, let A = mod-A and B = mod-B, then given M ∈ A we have
by Proposition 6.1. After identifying M ∈ A with the corresponding representable functor A(−, M ) (and similarly for F M ∈ B), we have H(M ) = F (M ) as claimed. Finally, F induces an isomorphism of (valued) quivers Γ s A → Γ s B by [2, X. 1.3] . This is automatically an isomorphism of stable translation quivers in this case, in particular F (hence H) commutes with the AR translations.
Trivial extensions of tubular algebras
Two algebras A and B are tilting-cotilting equivalent 1 Proof. This is (repeated use of) the main theorem of [45] . Proof. The proof of [16, 1] -that every tubular algebra is derived equivalent to a canonical tubular algebra -contains the proof of this statement. 
Standard self-injective algebras
A self-injective algebra R is said to be standard if it admits a Galois covering F : A → R where A is simply connected. A self-injective algebra of Euclidean type (resp. tubular type) is an algebra of the form A/G where A is a tilted algebra (resp. tubular algebra) and G is an admissible group of automorphisms of A. Both classes of algebras are standard and of polynomial growth [43, 4.1, 5.2] . They give all such algebras (up to isomorphism) by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6 ([43, 6.1]). If R is a self-injective algebra of (representationinfinite) polynomial growth, then R is standard if and only if R is isomorphic to a self-injective algebra of Euclidean type or a self-injective algebra of tubular type.
An automorphism φ : R → R is said to be rigid if, for all (i, m) ∈ I × Z, we have φ(i, m) = (j, m) for some j ∈ I. Similarly, say φ is positive (resp. strictly positive) if, for all (i, m) ∈ I × Z, we have φ(i, m) = (j, n) for some j ∈ I and n ≥ m (resp. n > m) in Z. For example, the Nakayama automorphism ν : R → R is strictly positive.
For R a tubular algebra, the admissible groups of automorphisms of R are restricted to the following form. 
Proof. Since R is normal, we know G = ϕ with ϕ = σν s for some rigid automorphism σ and integer s ≥ 1. The (restricted) push-down functor
Then, as in Theorem 4.10, using Corollary 2.18, the push-down functor F λ : Mod -R → Mod -R/G preserves indecomposability for pure-injective E i -modules and induces closed embeddings Zg(D i ) → Zg R/G and Zg(E i ) → Zg R/G . In this way, the right-hand side of (16) is a closed subset containing all finite-dimensional points, with equality by Proposition 2.2. (M, N ) ). Note [−, −] A op is the hom-functor of Mod -A but we will typically forgo writing the "op" when context is clear.
Non-standard self-injective algebras
The functor − ⊗ A − is the tensor product and generalises the tensor product over a k-algebra. This bifunctor is defined in [9, 1] and [29, 6] (see also [25] and at a higher level of generality [23, 3.1] ). Dual to the hom-functor, it preserves colimits in both variables, and satisfies the "co- The proof of (vii) is similar. As a right adjoint, F R commutes with products, so is an interpretation functor if and only if it commutes with direct limits. Now, the functor 
Tensor products and inverse limits
If M ∈ R-mod, then − ⊗ R M : Mod -R → Ab does not commute with all inverse limits. However, we have a partial result if we consider only countable inverse systems in mod -R.
An inverse system ((X i ) i∈N , (γ ji : X j → X i ) j≥i ) of non-empty sets is a Mittag-Leffler system [14, 13.1.2] if for all i ≥ 1 there exists j ≥ i such that for all k ≥ j we have γ ki (X k ) = γ ji (X j ). Equivalently, for all i ≥ 1, the descending sequence · · · ⊆ γ i+2,i (X i+2 ) ⊆ γ i+1,i (X i+1 ) ⊆ X i eventually stabilizes. 
